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open its doors for 
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Student doodles decorate 
classroom desks
The balance of cost and quality 
dominated discussion at the Board 
of Regents meeting Thursday at 
the University of Montana-West-
ern in Dillon.
“This is the most exciting fis-
cal budget period I’ve ever seen,” 
Deputy Commissioner of Higher 
Education Mick Robinson said. 
After a few quiet laughs and 
a joke about accountants, the 
Regents turned to more serious 
matters: the sum of shaky state 
revenues, statewide budget reduc-
tions, rising enrollment, widen-
ing gaps in the cost of college and 
the search for a new University of 
Montana president.
Presidential search
President George Dennison 
will enjoy a $74,950 raise in an-
nual salary his last five months 
at UM, which means he will earn 
$34,352 more than if his salary 
had remained the same for the re-
mainder of his term.
The increase in annual sal-
ary to $280,000 was instituted in 
preparation for UM’s search for a 
new president so it would match 
that of Montana State University’s 
new president.
“The greater the inequity and 
the longer it exists, the greater the 
turnover,” Montana University 
System Labor Director Kevin Mc-
Crae said. “Turnover costs the big 
bucks, if you will.”
McCrae said this should pre-
vent salary inequities in the future.
Regent Clayton Christian said 
the Board has received the transi-
tion evaluation prepared by long-
serving academic administrator 
Stephen Reno that will help the 
search committee identify the 
challenges of hiring a new presi-
dent after Dennison’s 20-year 
term.
“I foresee releasing the names 
of those on the Presidential Search 
Advisory Committee very soon, 
hopefully within the next day or 
so,” Christian said. “We will stay 
on schedule and make some head-
way.”
Budget challenges
When UM’s new president 
takes office this fall, the executive 
will inherit a handful of budget 
challenges stretching through at 
least the next three years.
Besides a 5 percent decrease in 
next year’s budget as requested by 
Gov. Brian Schweitzer’s office, the 
new executive will also be running 
toward a fiscal “cliff” created by a 
budget gap left when federal stim-
ulus dollars expire in 2012.
“We have the 2011 reductions 
and then, of course, the biennium 
cliff right after that,” Commis-
sioner of Higher Education Sheila 
Stearns said.
Because these difficulties im-
mediately follow each other, Rob-
inson said the 2011 budget cuts 
would “very likely” be permanent 
budget reductions that will be the 
starting point for solutions bridg-
ing the budget cliff in 2012 and 
2013.
Regents prepare for 
budget ‘cliff’ in 2012
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
Aleks Pitt delivers home-baked cookies at the Lewis and Clark Villages on Thursday night. Pitt sold baked goods 
to collect money for disaster relief in Haiti. 
Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
See REGENTS, page 3
Any vision of the 21st century must ad-
dress ways to deal with the scars of our past, 
said nature writer Rick Bass.
“That’s not whining, it’s courageous,” he 
said.
Bass was one of the speakers at the Clark 
Fork Symposium’s “State of the River Re-
port” Thursday night in the University Cen-
ter. The speakers addressed current condi-
tions of rivers in the Clark Fork Basin, along 
with actions under way to make these wa-
ters healthier. 
Since 1985, the symposium has been 
held every five years to discuss conservation 
science and actions in the Clark Fork Basin. 
This year’s events are designed to look back, 
and forward, 25 years. The symposium, 
held at the University of Montana March 4 
to 5, has brought in watershed groups, sci-
entists and others involved in water issues in 
the region to speak and present posters and 
slideshows throughout the two-day event. 
At the “State of the River Report,” Vicki 
Watson, environmental studies professor 
and founder of the UM Watershed Health 
Clinic, addressed some general conditions 
of the Clark Fork Basin’s watershed.
As of 2008, 77 percent of the streams 
in the Clark Fork Basin are considered im-
paired based on data from Montana’s De-
partment of Environmental Quality, Wat-
son said. Coldwater fisheries, aquatic life, 
drinking water and swimming uses are the 
most effected, she said. The main causes of 
these impairments are flow alteration, such 
as damming and diverting, and things like 
resource extraction and agriculture, she 
said.
To determine the health of different wa-
ters, researchers monitor things like aquatic 
bugs, fish, human population expansion, 
precipitation, temperature, water wells 
drilled and wildfires, she said. 
While aquatic bugs in the Upper Clark 
Fork region are currently considered 
unimpaired, fish in the basin aren’t doing as 
well. The number of days spent above stress-
ful water temperatures (65 to 70 degrees) for 
fish is rising, threatening healthy numbers, 
she said. From 1950 to 2010, the annual 
temperature in Missoula has increased by 
two degrees, adding 15 more frost-free days 
during the past 50 years, she said. Climate 
change scientists expect a five-degree rise 
in temperatures in the region over the next 
100 years, she said.
These temperature increases affect water 
in different ways, such as melting glaciers, 
she said. The temperature increases also 
resulted in beetle infestations in more than 
570,000 acres of forest in Western Montana 
between 1989 and 2008, she said. 
About $1.3 billion has been invested in 
restoration and conservation of water in the 
Clark Fork Basin over the past few decades, 
she said. This money has helped with prob-
lems like the decreasing number of nutri-
ents added to rivers around Missoula since 
1988, she said. Algae below Missoula has 
also decreased significantly over the past 
ten years, she said. 
Despite previous efforts, more always 
needs to be done, she said.
“Watershed keeping is like housekeep-
ing,” Watson said. “It’s never over, it’s never 
done.”
Some major housekeeping is still under 
way with the Milltown Dam and Silver Bow 
Creek cleanup projects. 
Remediation of the Milltown Reservoir 
and Dam site, just outside of town, has tran-
sitioned into its redevelopment phase, work-
ing to turn the area into a state park.
Diana Hammer, EPA project manager for 
the Milltown remediation project, told the 
audience that in just under two years, three 
million tons of contaminated sediment have 
been removed from behind the dam. Natu-
ral processes would have taken 200 to 2,000 
years to do the same thing, she said.  
Report addresses the state of local water sources
Carmen George
Montana Kaimin
See RIVER REPORT, page 4
Watershed keeping is like housekeeping. 
It’s never over, it’s never done. ”“ -Vicki Watson, environmental studies professor
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Caught 
in the 
Act
Lasting Libido
Kaelyn Kelly and Willi Brooks &
BIG UPS
Backhands
Editor’s note: Kaelyn Kelly and Willi 
Brooks take turns writing this column, 
which is published on Fridays. This is Kae-
lyn’s week to write.
Sex has been said to cure many ailments 
and improve overall health and fitness. Doc-
tors and researchers believe having sex can 
help lower the risk of heart disease, reduce 
pain and give you a firmer derrière. But I 
don’t want to address what sex can do for 
you because I know that health benefits are 
probably the last thing on your mind in the 
bedroom. We just want to understand what 
we can do for better sex.
First, I believe fitness is key. There are 
two main areas of concern here: cardio and 
strength.  Cardio is important because it’s 
going to give you some staying power. Get-
ting winded in the first few minutes of sex 
is not fun for you or your partner. The good 
thing about this problem is that it’s easily 
fixed if you’re willing to put in some effort. 
You can increase your cardiovascular capac-
ity by doing almost anything active: hiking, 
playing racquetball, biking or getting on 
one of the treadmills at the Rec Center. And 
while you’re working up a sweat in the gym 
you might as well throw in some squats, 
lunges and crunches to help strengthen your 
legs and abs. You can also use free weights 
or machines to build some sexy muscles 
for better sex. Strength is really important, 
especially if you’re trying to hold some ex-
pert-level karma sutra pose (don’t forget to 
stretch first!). Now aren’t you glad you paid 
the Campus Recreation fee?  
Food can also play a powerful role in 
improving the quality of sex. You can try 
out aphrodisiacs like oysters, chocolate and 
even honey. I can’t personally attest to any 
of these foods promoting sexy feelings, but 
trying them can’t hurt. Eating light is an-
other good strategy if you hope to have sex 
later. Think about it: Have you ever been in 
the mood after eating a huge dinner? I think 
most people don’t want to do anything but 
sleep after stuffing themselves.  
Which brings me to my next point: You 
need to go to bed if you want to get into 
someone else’s bed. It’s important to get 
about eight hours of sleep a night for a lot of 
reasons. As it specifically relates to sex, not 
sleeping can induce feelings of fatigue and 
a lack of energy. Being tired really doesn’t 
lend itself to a stellar performance in the 
bedroom. Unfortunately, if you aren’t get-
ting enough sleep it may be because you’re 
stressed out.  
Stress is a huge libido killer. Research 
suggests it can impede your sleep, make you 
crave unhealthy food and prevent you from 
really being in the moment with a partner. If 
something is bugging you at work or school 
it can detract from your relationship. It’s re-
ally important to focus on your partner and 
the moment when you’re getting intimate. If 
you’re distracted, it will be unsatisfying for 
both of you.  
But stress clearly isn’t something you can 
just avoid. That’s why communication is so 
important. You need to keep your partner 
updated about how things are going in the 
rest of your life. This will build trust and 
understanding, which provide a great foun-
dation for intimacy. Also, don’t be afraid to 
tell your partner what you like and dislike 
in bed to improve the experience for both 
of you. Just make sure you tell them in a 
gentle and positive way. Critiquing the per-
formance can really damage someone’s ego. 
And last, but certainly not least, HAVE 
MORE SEX. The more you have it, the bet-
ter it gets because you learn what you like 
and dislike. And as it gets better, I guaran-
tee you’ll want it more. But, as always, make 
sure it’s safe sex, because I’ve heard getting 
an STI is another big libido killer.  
Kaelyn Kelly is a junior studying broad-
cast journalism.
kaelyn.kelly@umontana.edu Heard around campus
“Without me, Canada’s broccoli will be 
nothing.”
-heard in the Food Zoo
“You ever take a crap so big your pants fit 
better?”
-heard in the UC
BU&BH can’t wait for the Oscars this Sunday. The anticipation is killing us: Will 
James Cameron get preachy during his Best Director acceptance speech or during the 
Best Picture acceptance speech? That’s the unpredictability of the Academy for you.
First of all, let’s pitch some Big Ups to Kentucky Sen. Jim Bunning, who staged a 
one-man filibuster against a bill meant to extend unemployment benefits this week. Jim 
Bunning: Always looking out for the little guy. And by looking out, we really mean 
looking out, because the little guy’s got a lot more time to key Jim Bunning’s car ever 
since his unemployment check stopped coming.
Soggy mortarboard Backhands to the idea of holding graduation outside this May. 
It’s so much harder to fall asleep to a canned speech about following your dreams when 
you don’t have the benefit of being inside a hot, stuffy gym. You mean we actually have 
to listen this year?
Real good Big Ups to National Grammar Day, which was yesterday, or, as it is 
known by everyone who decided to give it a shout-out via Facebook and Twitter, Na-
tional Cognitive Dissonance Day.
Backhands with a glove that don’t fit to the Los Angeles Police Department for 
sponsoring a museum exhibit featuring crime scene evidence from the Manson family 
murders, the O.J. Simpson case and the Robert Kennedy assassination. Makes sense 
that the exhibit’s in Las Vegas, though, where even the museum exhibitions are sprin-
kled with a little bit of shame.
Don’t tread on these Big Ups to the tea party patriots, who unveiled their very own 
iPhone app this week. Some features include Hawaiian birth certificate verification 
software, a button you can push that yells “SOCIALIST!” when you sense you’re losing 
an argument, and a program that can spell-check your protest signs.
Finally, much-too-easy Backhands to some anonymous religious group in Virginia 
that handed out literature suggesting that rape victims have it coming because they 
dress too sexy. That’s funny, we were just wondering when Ann Coulter was going to 
write something new.
Before we forget, happy birthday to Dr. Seuss this past Tuesday! In case you’re won-
dering, no, we will not close out with a paragraph that rhymes. It’s a stunt that’s been 
pulled too many times. And it ain’t worth a dime. See you next time!
Top 5 Most-Read Stories 
on MontanaKaimin.com
1. Time ticking in Pflugrad’s grand experiment
2. Gladiator School
3. Roper adjusting to new role with UM hoops
4. Comeback? A cross-country trip reveals the possible future for 
rail service in southern Montana
5. Mardi Gras starts season with meaning
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Thursday, Feb. 25, 3:24 p.m.
Two backpacks left unattended 
in the Education Building were 
reported stolen. One contained a 
wallet, the other $70 in cash.
Sunday, Feb. 28, 1:01 p.m.
An iPod valued at $249.99 was 
reported stolen from a parked car 
at a Park-N-Ride lot near the Rec 
Center. The car was reportedly left 
unlocked.
Monday, March 1, 7:17 p.m.
A backpack was reported sto-
len from an unlocked office in the 
Education Building. The backpack 
contained a Dell Notebook laptop 
computer valued at $400.
Wednesday, March 3, 9:45 p.m.
A set of car keys and a Griz-
Card were reported stolen from 
the Rec Center. The student said 
he had last left them sitting on top 
of a locker.
Cited:
Erik-Michael Aker, 20, possession 
of dangerous drugs
Morgan Armstad, 19, possession 
of dangerous drugs
Sabrina Larue, 19, MIP
Feb. 26, 9:30 p.m.
A student was caught smok-
ing marijuana in his room on the 
fifth floor of Miller Hall and was 
cited for possession of dangerous 
drugs.
Police 
Blotter
Backpack bandits, 
stolen stuff
Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
But even the first round of 
budget reductions will remain un-
certain as the governor and state 
legislators continue evaluating and 
planning the effects of declined 
state revenues.
“Until we get the governor’s fi-
nal determination of budget reduc-
tions that will be focused on the 
university system, we don’t have 
real hard numbers to work with,” 
Robinson said.
Budget-cut burdens and solu-
tions will vary across the state’s 
campuses. At UM, the Strategic 
Budget and Planning Committee 
has worked with the school’s vice 
presidents to develop action plans 
that were announced last week. 
Enrollment and admission
The blend of residents and 
non-residents attending Montana 
schools raises interesting ques-
tions about the effect on revenues 
and appropriation.
“We have 1,600 more students 
in our system,” Christian said. 
“We need to be very mindful of 
this in our budgeting process.”
Christian said that besides the 
obvious challenge of providing 
more students with quality edu-
cation during a financial pinch, 
the fact that resident enrollment 
quickened while non-resident en-
rollment slowed makes the fiscal 
impacts a greater concern.
“We haven’t looked at any FTE 
(full-time enrollment) allocation 
since the College Affordability 
Plan,” Christian said. 
For instance, the level of state 
funding given to MSU and UM 
from the Regents based on resi-
dent enrollment at the universi-
ties has not changed since the 
Affordability Plan was created in 
2006 though more residents have 
enrolled at UM while MSU’s resi-
dent count has dropped.
Christian said the Regents will 
consider a reevaluation of the ap-
propriations during the budgeting 
process for 2012-13 that could be 
more equitable, though they have 
not decided if resident enrollment 
will be the only factor in consider-
ing funding levels.
Also, in light of difficult times 
and a desire to keep in-state tuition 
low, Dennison encouraged the Re-
gents not to place the burden of 
maintaining educational quality 
solely on non-residents by stiffly 
increasing their fees.
“I think it’s very dangerous to 
say we are going to use the tuition 
from here to do it over there,” Den-
nison said. 
Because non-residents gener-
ate greater revenue than residents, 
it might be dangerous to further 
discourage them in difficult times.
Financial Aid
The Regents noted that during 
tough economic times enrollment 
tends to increase as people seek 
an edge in the marketplace that 
would translate into higher wages.
But since the dependency on 
loans has increased in proportion 
to aid and scholarship awards, stu-
dents are facing greater personal 
costs that disproportionately bur-
den the poorest Montanans.
Dennison said that though the 
state has seen enrollment increas-
es the past few years, a statistical 
breakdown of family and student 
salaries reveals that people within 
the lowest quarter of income are 
not part of the increase.
“It’s a flat line in regard to peo-
ple with the lowest income,” Den-
nison said. “If you happened to 
pick the wrong grandparents, you 
just aren’t going to college.”
Regents Chair Stephen Barrett 
suggested reevaluating the num-
ber, kind and process of distribut-
ing tuition waivers.
He said it will be a tough dis-
cussion because all the waiv-
ers — ranging from the Western 
Undergraduate Exchange to the 
American Indian waivers — have 
noble and important purposes, but 
added that they short the system 
$30 million of tuition revenue.
Other Regents argued that 
waivers can actually increase 
revenue by attracting students 
that would otherwise attend other 
schools and who still pay above 
the value of the waiver.
Stearns directed the Regents to 
the latest Strategic Business Plan 
for the Montana University System 
that shows the gap between avail-
able aid and the cost of attendance 
for students. She said discussions 
of tuition waivers should keep the 
Regents’ goal of increasing college 
affordability in mind.
The Regents continue their dis-
cussion and vote on relevant items 
Friday. The agenda and any docu-
ments related to discussion can be 
viewed at mus.edu/board/meet-
ings/2010/Mar2010/Mar2010.asp.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
REGENTS
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“Shake your butt,” called out 
instructor Meagan Fladwood. 
Seven women and one man in a 
flannel shirt complied, trying to 
catch sight of their form in mirrors 
bought from the closing Macy’s 
department store.
This was the scene at Strip 
Fitness the  Birds & Bees sexual 
health center’s first dance class 
Monday night. In a Hellgate Can-
yon studio, dancers swayed under 
dimmed lights to the beats of Lady 
Gaga and Lil Wayne. It’s the first 
of many different kinds of dance 
classes the center will offer, ac-
cording to the company’s founder, 
clinical sexologist Lindsey Doe. 
“Once we get eight people in-
terested in a class, we’ll start it 
up,” she said.
Strip Fitness was the first class 
to garner enough interest. This 
doesn’t surprise Fladwood, who 
has danced and taught in Miami; 
New York; Portland, Ore.; Seattle 
Vancouver, B.C., and Missoula.
“Missoula has been the most 
open-minded town,” she said. 
“I’ve had more exotic dance cur-
riculums here than in any other 
town. Now that the taboo has 
started to settle, people have been 
crying out for it.”
Fladwood trained in ballet as a 
child, but found her calling when 
she saw the television show “In 
Living Color.”
“I saw the Fly Girls dancing 
and knew it was what I wanted to 
do,” she said of the show’s dance 
troupe. “My parents thought that 
all my years of ballet were going 
down the toilet, but it paid off.”
This becomes apparent when 
watching Fladwood lead her class 
through various floor work mo-
tions. She moves with the flexibil-
ity of a classically trained dancer, 
yet displays the sensuality of a 
pole dancer. She tells her students, 
many of whom haven’t attended a 
dance class since they were young, 
to not worry about their skill lev-
els.
“This is not ballet or modern 
dance where you have to be tech-
nical,” Fladwood said. “You want 
to have fun and groove to the mu-
sic, and no one wants to look the 
same.”
Instead she encourages stu-
dents to watch her to learn the 
basic dance pattern and then put 
their own creative stamps on it. 
“It’s a great outlet for women to 
rediscover themselves as powerful 
beings,” she said. “Let the natural 
girl come out.”
Fladwood believes exotic danc-
ing allows women to reconnect 
with their bodies. 
Strip fitness class teaches the power of exotic dance
Erin Cole
Montana Kaimin
Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin
Dance teacher Meagan Fladwood leads participants through basic striptease moves as part of her four-week strip class at 
Birds and Bees, LLC.  She emphasizes its ability to build self-confidence while serving as a form of exercise.
“You learn all sorts of things 
about your body,” she said. “Wom-
en get uncomfortable when they 
look at themselves in an exotic or 
sexual way. I encourage women to 
get narcissistic. Make sexy eyes 
and check yourself out.”
Fladwood feels rewarded by 
her dancers’ progress.
“After the first class it all syn-
chronizes so beautifully,” she said. 
“It’s very good to see the evolution 
in self-confidence.”
Fladwood says the class pro-
vides a great workout alternative 
to treadmills and weight rooms.
“We don’t really stop moving,” 
she said. “One movement always 
hooks to another and you get a 
workout without even realizing it.”
Well, perhaps a few classes 
need to pass before this happens, 
because the class emitted a chorus 
of groans during a series of deep 
plies.
“I can already feel it,” Doe said 
at the end of the class, rubbing her 
quads.
Lou Winkler, the lone man of 
the group, said the class altered his 
view of exotic dancing.
“I have a better appreciation of 
a woman’s anatomy and how they 
work to move like that,” he said.
Future University of Montana 
student Jesslynn Smith found the 
class “super, super sexy.”
“I’ll be back next week,” she 
said.
A complete list of classes and 
registration forms can be found 
online at www.aboutsexuality.org.
erin.cole@umontana.edu
The first remediation plan to 
remove the Milltown Dam was is-
sued in December of 2004, after 
toxic levels of arsenic and copper 
were found around the dam due to 
mining waste accumulating in the 
river over the past 100 years, she 
said. The total cost of the project 
is estimated at $105 million, she 
said. 
Currently, native vegetation is 
being planted around the river in 
an attempt to stabilize the Clark 
Fork and Blackfoot rivers. Stabi-
lization efforts will probably con-
tinue for the next 15 years while 
allowing the river to reestablish 
itself alone, she said. 
Another river remediation proj-
ect addressed Thursday night was 
Silver Bow Creek. 
The creek, running for 22 miles 
between Butte and Anaconda, was 
declared a Federal Superfund Site 
in 1983 due to mine waste that had 
contaminated the water. The creek 
is being restored and rebuilt to re-
move this toxic waste, a process 
that began in 1999.
Joel Chavez, Department of En-
vironmental Quality manager for 
the remediation cleanup of Silver 
Bow, said the department had to 
almost rebuild the stream entirely 
because of irresponsible mining 
actions performed around the turn 
of the century.
The total cost of the project 
is estimated to be about $105 
million, he said.
The department is currently 
working on a segment of the creek 
at Durant Canyon between Butte 
and Fairmont, anticipated to be 
one the most difficult and costly 
parts of the rebuilding process, he 
said.
While difficult times may be 
ahead, Chavez said a lot of prog-
ress has been made so far, espe-
cially with bringing wildlife back.
“Things are slowly looking up,” 
Chavez said. “I wouldn’t call it a 
fishery by any means, but there 
wasn’t anything in there for a hun-
dred years (and now there is).”
The department is monitor-
ing projects that have shown an 
increase in the number of birds, 
beavers, fox, bears, moose and 
bighorn sheep around the creek, 
he said.
“We’ve had a tremendous in-
flux of wildlife that just hasn’t 
been there,” he said. “We’ve gone 
basically from very few bird spe-
cies to 68 or 70.”
They’ve also planted hundreds 
of thousands of trees, transform-
ing the area from an “absolute 
dead zone” to a creek with grass 
and vegetation along its banks, he 
said.
“The lesson here is it doesn’t 
take a long time to make a big 
mess, but it takes a long time to 
clean it up,” he said.
More information about sym-
posium events happening on cam-
pus Friday can be found at http://
www.clarkfork.org/cfsymposium. 
All symposium events are free for 
students. 
carmen.george@umontana.edu
RIVER REPORT
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It’s a great outlet for women to  
rediscover themselves as  
powerful beings. Let the 
natural girl come out.
-Meagan Fladwood, instructor
“
”
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His head is tilted down but his 
eyes are fixed straight ahead in 
concentration under a furrowed 
brow. With his mouth gaped 
slightly open, Tim Welch’s calm 
but intent visage resembles that 
of a mathematician multiplying 
11-dimensional matrices. The faint 
outline of his clear mouthpiece is 
the only thing in his face that tells 
you he’s about to hit someone.
This is the first time the 
19-year-old University of Mon-
tana fire science major has put 
on gloves since his injury. Even 
though it’s just sparring with the 
other members of the Dog Pound 
Fight Team, his shadow boxing at 
the end of the session shows that 
this practice means a lot more to 
him than just a healthy knee.
Two weeks earlier, Tim was 
only a few days away from his 
fourth professional mixed martial 
arts fight and trying to squeeze in 
an extra wrestling practice. He was 
going three five-minute rounds 
with a teammate when his knee 
popped out of place. It slipped 
back into joint when he bent over 
to examine it so he finished the 
rounds, but the next morning it 
was swollen and he couldn’t walk 
on it. 
“I was just hoping and praying 
the next day it would be better be-
cause I would still have time to cut 
my weight,” Tim said.
It didn’t get better and he had to 
back out of the fight. He shut down 
for about five days; he left home 
for class, but that was it.
Fighting is his sole income and 
missing that fight meant missing a 
chance to better his record and get 
a paycheck. But money wasn’t the 
real problem and neither was the 
fight. He already has another date 
set for the fight and he isn’t that 
strapped for cash. What crushed 
him was that the injury meant he 
wouldn’t be able to fight tonight at 
the Adams Center.
Tim has been living for this re-
match since Derek Boyle beat him 
last October. He wants nothing 
more than to get it off his back and 
out of his mind before he leaves to 
train with former Ultimate Fight-
ing Champion Matt Hughes this 
summer and tries out for “The 
Ultimate Fighter” TV show early 
next fall. 
He wanted it so bad he didn’t 
even hesitate to agree that the win-
ner would take the whole $1,000 
purse after Boyle refused to step 
in the ring for a $750/$250 win-
ner–loser split. 
Tim’s resolve to win was 
enough to bring droves of his 
friends and former coaches from 
his hometown of Great Falls to 
buy out several ringside tables for 
the event and to make his fight an 
obvious choice for the main event.
But for now, Tim will have to 
wait with the memories of that 
fight; memories that harden his 
stare and fuel him to keep stepping 
in the cage until he’s a top fighter 
in a major MMA promotion like 
the UFC.
Oct. 17, 2009 
Lethbridge, Canada
Fighter in waiting
Tim stands between his father 
and his cornerman, waiting for his 
walk-out music to start.
Tim starts walking to the ring 
as soon as “Man in the Mirror” by 
Michael Jackson comes on. The 
crowd gets his joke on the violent 
persona that some fighters think 
they have to project. He’s never 
bought into it; he’s also walked out 
to “Girls Just Wanna Have Fun” 
and a number from Disney’s “Mu-
lan.”
“Man in the Mirror” is cut off 
by heavy-metal guitar and ma-
chine-gun fast drums and the song 
plays for at least a minute before 
Derek Boyle steps into view.
 Boyle’s hair is cropped into a 
Mohawk with “666” buzzed into 
the quarter-inch-long hair on one 
side of his head and the initials of 
his fight club into the other. His 
cold, brown eyes make him seem 
much older than Tim, whose hair 
is only styled by the indented ring 
left by a ball cap.
The fighters come out tentative. 
They circle each other: Their foot-
work traces out a no-man’s land 
between them.
Boyle crosses the invisible line 
and breaks the wall of anticipa-
tion with a leg kick. Tim catches 
the leg, trapping it to his side with 
his right arm. He muscles Boyle 
up against a turnbuckle and knees 
him in the head to hold him there. 
Boyle takes Tim down hard with a 
leg sweep.
Tim’s cornerman had told him 
not to try to catch any kicks.
It was about 9 a.m. the day before the fight and Tim was 
waiting for Mike White to pick 
him up at the Missoula gym where 
his fight team trains. Mike volun-
teered to drive Tim the 300 or so 
miles to the fight and be his cor-
nerman once they got there.
Usually Tim has his coach and 
several teammates from the Dog 
Pound Fight Team in his corner. 
But for the Canada fight, Tim 
would be without his team — and 
without his coach, Matt Powers.
 While he was waiting for Mike 
to show up, Tim and Matt spoke 
face-to-face for the last time be-
fore his big fight.
 There wasn’t much to talk 
about strategy-wise. They had only 
found one video of Boyle fighting 
on the Internet, and one article 
that proclaimed the 24-year-old to 
be one of the top stand-up fighters 
in Canada. The only things they 
knew for sure were that he was 
taller than Tim and he had never 
fought as low as the 160-pound 
weight class before.
“I told you four weeks ago to 
not take this fight. I’m not even 
happy you’re going to Canada 
right now,” Matt said.
Tim didn’t react to Matt. He 
didn’t want to take the fight either, 
but not because he didn’t think he 
could win: He was on a nine-fight 
winning streak in MMA and com-
ing off a decisive win in his first 
pro fight. Some of his teammates 
were set to fight in Hamilton the 
same night as his fight and Tim 
always tries to be there for them. 
He put them first even during the 
grueling cut he made for his first 
pro fight two weeks ago.
The tiredness in Tim’s voice 
and the drained look in his eyes 
were the only clues he ever gave 
that he was near his breaking point 
during that cut. At peak misery he 
still greeted everyone by name 
as they walked into the gym. He 
would ask them how they were 
doing, or tell them it was nice to 
see them before asking them about 
things he knew were going on in 
their lives.
He almost never talked about 
himself or what he was going 
through unless they asked him a 
specific question. Even then, he 
never burdened them with details, 
and would always muster a smile 
with his sagging mouth.
 For that first fight, he had to 
lower his broad 6-foot-tall frame 
to 155 pounds — he walks around 
about 175 pounds normally. The 
day before the weigh-in, his eyes 
were sunk-in and glazed-over like 
someone two days into a battle 
with the flu. He had only let him-
self eat a slice of canned pear and 
drink a sip of water. The two days 
before that, he had just an orange 
a day and enough water to keep 
his mouth from pasting itself shut 
while he tried to sleep at night.
By agreeing to take the fight, 
Tim is helping to maintain a rela-
tionship with the promoter.
 Matt came out of the gym to 
see the two off when Mike showed 
up; he told Tim to call him when 
he got there and that he loved him.
In his first pro fight, Tim also 
fought an older opponent, but that 
fight went almost exactly how he 
and Matt planned it. When Tim 
deviated from the plan, Matt was 
there to get him back on course.
The next day, Mike and Tim’s 
dad, Bugsy Welch, would be in 
his corner. Mike would be filling 
in for Matt as coach. Mike trains 
with the Dog Pound sometimes, 
but he’s never fought in the ring 
or the cage. He’s trying to get into 
the sport as a manager. This would 
be his first time acting as the head 
cornerman; Matt had to show him 
how to wrap Tim’s hands before 
they left.
 Tim was quiet as the van pulled 
out for Lethbridge. He was think-
ing about what Matt had said.
“It pisses me off that Matt said 
that he doesn’t want me to take 
this fight,” he said. 
They were only about an hour-and-a-half out of 
Missoula when Tim started to 
get a nasty head cold. Most of his 
friends had been sick and he knew 
he would get it sooner or later. His 
nose was already stuffed up, but 
he didn’t want to take any medi-
cine because anything he put in 
his body could then put him over-
weight for the weigh-ins that eve-
ning.
Tim told Mike he wanted to try 
to exchange strikes with Boyle. Af-
ter that, he might try to put him in 
the clinch and take the fight to the 
ground if he felt like he couldn’t 
hang with Boyle on their feet.
The plan on the ground was 
to try to catch Boyle in a triangle 
choke first, and if that didn’t work, 
he would try to sink an arm bar 
and submit him that way.
Later that night, after Tim 
made weight, he and Mike sat in 
his hotel room and tried to flesh 
out a better fight plan.
“It sucks they don’t have more 
on this guy,” Tim said. “I honestly 
don’t know what he’s going to do. 
He could come out with a flying 
knee or try to kick me in the head. 
Usually every fight I know exactly 
what I’m going to do and I know 
exactly what plan B is going to be 
and I know exactly what plan C is 
going to be.”
“You know what to do tomor-
row,” Mike said.
That night, Mike yelled fight 
instructions in his sleep.
Breathe, Tim! Breathe!” Mike yells from the corner 
as Boyle hits Tim with another el-
bow to the head. Boyle is on top 
of Tim and punishing him with 
elbows, but he’s still calm even 
though the cold has plugged his 
Tim Welch fights Derek Boyle in the third round of an MMA fight in Lethbridge, B.C. His face, his stance and his techniques 
showed hesitation and uncertainty.
Cody Bloomsburg/For the Kaimin
Cody Bloomsburg
For the Kaimin
See MMA, page 12
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A detailed hand rolling a yo-yo found on 
a desk in the Natural Sciences building. 
LEFT: Detailed art is rarely found on desks at the back of classrooms, 
usually confined to the front or middle of the room. Short words and 
simpler drawings are commonly found in the back of the class.
ABOVE: Although most of the geology lab desks display equations, 
formations and other geology-related drawings, there are a few unre-
lated doodles such as this chaos.
The art of defacing
7
etween messages 
about Ted loving 
Sally, education 
jokes such as 
“Geology Rocks” 
and other less 
useful writings 
on desks, the art 
of past students 
often goes unnoticed. Sometimes 
the sheer amount of writing can 
hide the detail that was put into 
some of the more impressive 
drawings. Other times it is just 
something people expect on old 
desks and they don’t give the art a 
second glance.
These old wooden desks seem 
to be a sign of how boring a class 
was or what past students dreamt 
about. However, they may be a 
product of the subconscious mind.
“Although (students) look like 
they may not be paying attention, 
they may actually be retaining 
more,” said Michael Parker, an ad-
junct instructor for the School of 
Art. “It may be a need to be oc-
cupied while they are processing 
information.”
Parker is quick to say that he 
does not endorse defacing prop-
erty, especially desks, but points 
out that there is very little drawing 
on desks in art classrooms because 
there are better surfaces to draw 
on. 
“It is not always meant to be 
disrespectful,” Parker said.
A large part of drawing on 
desks is communication with the 
viewer, who will most likely be the 
next person to sit at that desk. It 
is a way to invoke thoughts, argu-
ments or, simply, trouble. 
When viewing the dates and 
times written on the desks, there 
is an apparent cutoff right around 
2000. With the popularity of cell 
phones and easy access to the 
Web, the ability to communicate 
and publish work has been made 
easier than ever. Perhaps defacing 
desks is a dying art.
eric.oravsky@umontana.edu
B
One of the few desks with drawing on them in the art classrooms.
Many desks in the Liberal 
Arts building contain more 
writing than detailed art. But 
amid the poetry verses, there 
is an art all its own. 
The art of defacing
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He isn’t your average Joe. Or 
Jones, for that matter.
Junior guard Cameron Jones, 
Northern Arizona’s Mr. Every-
thing, will have to play a number 
of starring roles if the Lumber-
jacks are to send the Griz tum-
bling on their own turf as the first 
round of the Big Sky men’s bas-
ketball tournament comes to Mis-
soula Saturday.
It’s shaping up to be an uphill 
task to say the least: The Griz 
have beaten the Lumberjacks by a 
combined 37 points in two earlier 
meetings this year. But impossible 
isn’t a word associated with Jones 
too often.
Earlier this week, the Los An-
geles native was announced as a 
unanimous selection on the All-
Big Sky first team, which accord-
ing to Jones is par for the course. 
Jones said in an interview with the 
Northern Arizona athletic depart-
ment Wednesday his goals were to 
“get first team, make the playoffs, 
get to the Big Sky championship.”
So far: check, check, and we’ll 
soon find out.
Weber State’s Damian Lillard 
picked up MVP honors this sea-
son, topping the league in scoring 
and leading a dominant Wildcat 
club to the regular season title. But 
want well-rounded? Many analysts 
think Jones might be the best all-
around player in the conference.
He’s not only the league’s sec-
ond-leading scorer, but he’s also 
the only player in the Big Sky 
ranked in the top 15 in points, as-
sists, rebounds and field goal per-
centage.
What’s his secret? Logging 
more than 35 minutes per game, 
second in the league behind Idaho 
State’s Broderick Gilchrest, cer-
tainly helps Jones’ cause.
Keeping his star on the court 
for virtually the entire game 
is a no-brainer for NAU coach 
Mike Adras.
“He’s the heart and soul 
of this team,” Adras said. 
“He does everything. Scores, 
passes, rebounds. We ask it 
of him and he always comes 
through.”
 Mr. Jones has been a run-
away success, but Montana’s 
got a Mr. Johnson who does 
just fine for himself, too. Griz 
senior guard Anthony John-
son joined Jones as one of 
the four unanimous first team 
picks, along with Lillard and 
Northern Colorado’s Will Fig-
ures.
Johnson finished fourth in 
the Big Sky in scoring at 18.8 
per game, while he sits just 
behind Jones at tenth in field 
goal percentage and eighth 
in assists — three ahead of 
Jones. Johnson is also second 
in the league in free throw 
percentage, hitting more than 
87 percent from the charity 
stripe. But Adras hasn’t re-
sorted to gimmicks, and he’s 
planning on assigning several 
defenders to run man defense 
against Johnson.
Mirroring Adras’ philoso-
phy on guarding Johnson, Mon-
tana coach Wayne Tinkle thinks 
his team is best suited to play 
Jones straight up.
“We don’t mess around with 
any junk defenses,” Tinkle said.
If Johnson gets hot like he did 
the first two games, scoring 22 
and 28 points, Jones will need 
plenty of help from his teammates, 
who’ve struggled offensively at 
times this season.
Luckily for Adras, Jones is 
starting to get it from reserve ju-
nior forward Shane Johannsen and 
freshman guard Gabe Rogers.
Johannsen posted his first ever 
double-double against Eastern 
Washington two games back, scor-
ing 14 points and pulling down 13 
rebounds. He followed it up with 
his second double-double in as 
many games, scoring 14 points 
and hauling in 11 rebounds.
Rogers has tallied 58 points in 
his last three games — 20 against 
Portland State, 18 versus Eastern 
Washington and 20 at Sacramento 
State.
The result of the extra oomph: 
three straight wins. But on the 
road at Montana, where a senior-
laden club is itching to take out a 
frustrating loss to Montana State 
on its first round playoff opponent, 
it could be another story.
Still, Adras said he’s told his 
team not to be intimidated by the 
challenge, however daunting it 
might seem.
“The way I look at it is Mon-
tana State went in there last year 
and did it,” Adras said. “Why can’t 
we do the same thing?”
matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu
All Big-Sky Jones leads Lumberjack charge
Matt McLeod
Montana Kaimin
Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
Jack McGillis fights to get up a shot during practice last week.
True freshman Kenzie De-
Boer scored 20 points and senior 
guard Lauren Beck added 17 to 
lead Montana to an important 
72–66 win over Northern Ari-
zona Thursday night in Flagstaff, 
Ariz. 
The win propelled Montana 
(14–13, 9–6) into a three-way 
tie for third place in the Big Sky 
Conference standings. The Lady 
Griz will wrap up the regular 
season on Saturday at Northern 
Colorado (14–15, 6–9). 
Montana shot a season-best 
50 percent from the field against 
Northern Arizona (5–23, 3–12), 
which forced 18 turnovers and 
led by as many as seven in the 
second half.  The game was tied 
at 62 with fewer than four min-
utes to play, but a pair of DeBoer 
free throws and a Jessa Loman 
Linford put back at the 2:02 
mark of the second half gave 
Robin Selvig’s club a 66–62 lead 
it would not relinquish.    
DeBoer shot four of 10 from 
the field, and converted 11 of 
15 shots from the free throw 
line. Beck hit seven of 10 from 
the field in 31 minutes of work, 
and Sarah Ena rounded out the 
double-digit scoring for the Lady 
Griz with 10 points to comple-
ment five rebounds. 
Northern Arizona’s Amy Pat-
ton, the league’s leading scorer, 
played the entire 40 minutes and 
was the only Lumberjack to hit 
double figures in points with 20. 
Montana earns crucial win at Northern Arizona 
Kaimin Sports staff
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Missoula’s First Friday is 
known for featuring new artists 
and exhibitions. But this month, as 
a special treat to art enthusiasts, it 
will also feature the opening of a 
new gallery.
Brink Gallery will open this 
Friday with “Being,” an exhibit by 
artist Kerri Rosenstein.
Jennifer Leutzinger, local artist 
and founder of the gallery, said the 
process of opening it began last 
spring when she decided she need-
ed to do something for herself. She 
believed she wasn’t a productive 
artist, but still wanted to be a part 
of the art community. 
The development of the Brink 
started in November when she 
found what she called “the perfect 
space.” The gallery is located on 
Front Street, just off of Higgins 
Avenue. 
She said the space is perfect 
because it is small, has a “funky 
feel” and is located in the heart of 
the city.
Leutzinger renovated the space 
by adding lights and several walls 
that stand out from the rest of the 
room. The gallery is all white and 
has a very open feeling.
“The space is very clean,” 
Rosenstein said. “It feels very un-
defined. It’s a contemporary sort 
of industrial feel in the way they 
constructed it.”
The gallery is meant to be a 
fun, interactive space oriented to-
ward community. Leutzinger con-
veys this sentiment by having one 
of the gallery walls covered with a 
chalkboard-like paint so that chil-
dren will have a place to play and 
be creative during the art exhibits.
Leutzinger described the art 
she plans to showcase as contem-
porary, deliberate, fresh, concep-
tual and sometimes experimental. 
She said she is open to featuring 
all types of media, such as paint-
ings, installations and music.
“I don’t want to define the gal-
lery too tightly in the beginning,” 
Leutzinger said. “I want it to 
evolve and change.”
The first artist she is exhibit-
ing, Rosenstein, is an established 
name who has had exhibits across 
the country.
Rosenstein said she has been 
developing “Being” over the past 
two years. The collection includes 
seven sets of spatial drawings 
from various places like cabins, 
studios and the Brink Gallery. The 
180-piece collection consists of 
several small colored-pencil and 
chalk drawings of different interi-
or spaces. The simplistic, geomet-
ric drawings are two-dimensional 
and contain little texturing.
There are seven collections of 
drawings, all on different walls. 
Each of the groups includes a pic-
ture of the wall it is on, drawn di-
rectly on the wall.
Leutzinger said none of the pic-
tures are labeled because the artist 
wants the viewer to investigate the 
space the same way she did, with-
out preconceived notions.
Conceptually, Rosenstein said 
the collection is about paying at-
tention and being present to where 
one is internally or externally in 
terms of finding one’s bearings.
Leutzinger said the art is very 
fitting for the gallery’s opening 
exhibit. 
“She’s also helping the Brink 
find its bearings,” she said.
Over the next couple of months, 
Leutzinger plans to feature some 
of her artist friends, such as Jen 
Erickson, Patricia Thornton and 
University of Montana faculty 
member Edgar Smith. Once estab-
lished, she plans to feature local 
and regional art.
“Each art space in Missoula 
is unique in what it brings to the 
community and The Brink is a 
great addition,” Rosenstein said.
The Brink Gallery is open 
Thursdays and Fridays from 11 
a.m. to 5:30 p.m., and Saturdays 
from noon to 5 p.m.
The Brink’s First Friday ex-
hibit will open at 5 p.m. and will 
feature music by local musician 
David Boone. He plans to play an 
acoustic set of mostly folk and in-
strumental material. 
“I’ll provide a light atmo-
sphere,” Boone said. “I’m just 
there to support their event.”
victoria.norskog@umontana.edu
Eden Atwood may be more 
used to performing at jazz clubs 
in Tokyo and Seattle, but she will 
bring her sultry voice to Missoula, 
combining with local pianist Da-
vid Morgenroth and the University 
of Montana jazz band in a benefit 
concert tonight for the Buddy De-
Franco Jazz Festival.
Thirty years is a span of time 
longer than most university stu-
dents have been alive, but it is how 
long the Buddy DeFranco Jazz 
Festival has been taking place at 
UM, and for the first time the UM 
jazz band is having to fundraise 
for the event.
Senior Chris Hanson has been 
a member of the band since he 
auditioned his freshman year.  He 
played trumpet in the band for 
two years before switching to the 
drums, which he plays now.  He 
says this swap was because of his 
change from a music education 
major to a percussion performance 
major.
“I was a jack of all trades and a 
master of none,” Hanson said.
He said this concert is unlike 
any he has ever played before. The 
band will be supporting the melo-
dies of Atwood rather than playing 
instrumental music.  Hanson said 
the band toured in January and 
has been rehearsing for this per-
formance since then. 
“It’s been great,” Hanson said. 
“A ton of work, but it’s a lot of 
fun.”
Director Lance Boyd has seen 
the band progress from a casual, 
once-a-week gathering of commu-
nity members and students to the 
the program it is today. He started 
teaching at UM in 1968 and began 
a jazz band and the annual jazz 
festival within 12 years.
Boyd said the program now 
comprises three bands, five 
combos and several courses.  He 
added that students in the band 
receive credit for their participa-
tion, but jazz has yet to be a major, 
something he hopes to amend very 
soon.
Jazz became a part of Boyd’s 
life when he was a student at the 
University of Minnesota in the 
twin cities of Minneapolis and St. 
Paul.  He said jazz got him through 
Concert to raise funds for annual UM jazz festival
Jessica Stugelmayer
Montana Kaimin
Brink Gallery to open in time for First Friday
Tori Norskog
Montana Kaimin
Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin
Artist Kerri Rosenstein, left, stands next to owner Jennifer Leutzinger Thursday in the Brink Gallery.  The new gallery and Rosenstein’s exhibit will debut from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. during First Friday.
Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin
The Brink Gallery is located at 111 W. 
Front St.
See CONCERT, page 11
“It feels very undefined. It’s a contemporary sort of industrial feel in the way they constructed it.-Kerri Rosenstein, artist ”
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While predicting Oscar win-
ners isn’t an exact science, at this 
point in the awards season, one 
can pretty much narrow down 
the main contenders in each cat-
egory to a couple, if not a single, 
nominee(s).
One way to gauge a film’s apti-
tude for bringing home the gold is 
to look at how successful it’s been 
at previous stops in the accolade 
tour; if it won big at the Golden 
Globes, the Screen Actors Guild 
Awards and British Academy of 
Film and Art Awards, to name a 
few, it will certainly rake in the 
statuettes at the Oscars. Also, if a 
nominated film makes a killing at 
the box office — like “Titanic” in 
1997 and “Lord of the Rings: The 
Return of the King” in 2003 (each 
took home 11 Oscars) — it’s all 
the more likely it won’t go home 
empty-handed. 
That said, the Academy hardly 
ever surprises, but that shouldn’t 
stop faithful, paying moviegoers 
from gunning for their favorites, 
assuming they’re nominated. 
Below is a rundown of what I, 
a somewhat critical patron of the 
silver screen, believe deserves 
to win at Sunday’s 82nd annual 
awards show. Though I’m aware of 
other Oscar prediction write-ups, 
I will not let them influence my 
decision-making; I will be hon-
est and true to myself, and more 
importantly, to you. To save both 
time and precious paper space, I 
will only take a stab at the catego-
ries in which I can take an educat-
ed guess. Sorry Live Action Short 
and Foreign Language Film.
Original Score: Michael Giacchi-
no, “Up” 
While the music throughout 
is excellent, it’s hard to beat the 
three-minute tearjerker montage 
at the beginning of the film.
Visual Effects: “Avatar” 
The 3D makes this a no-brain-
er, though I applaud “District 9” 
for doing some amazing things 
on a significantly smaller budget. 
More on that later.
Sound Editing/Mixing: “Avatar” 
I can’t say such an achievement 
is why I go to movies, but making 
Pandora look and sound real is a 
feat to be commended.
Original Song: “Down in New 
Orleans,” from “The Princess and 
the Frog.” 
This is the year for the Big 
Easy, in both football and music. 
Plus it’s hard to resist the charm of 
a tune that evokes vintage Disney 
musicals.
Art Direction: “The Imaginarium 
of Doctor Parnassus” 
I haven’t seen this one, but 
director Terry Gilliam knows how 
to make a good head-trip (see 
“Time Bandits” and “Brazil”).
Cinematography: “Avatar” 
Once again, I have to go with 
the tall Smurfs.
Editing: “District 9” 
Balancing documentary with 
sci-fi thriller isn’t a cakewalk, but 
first-time director Neill Blom-
kamp makes it seem so.
Animated Feature Film: “Up” 
Pixar certainly has a monopo-
ly on this category, and for good 
cause.
Costume Design: “Coco Before 
Chanel”
Why not?
Adapted Screenplay: “In the 
Loop”
Not since Stanley Kubrik’s 
“Dr. Strangelove” has going to war 
been this funny, or frighteningly 
realistic.
Original Screenplay: “Inglouri-
ous Basterds”
Quentin Tarantino won this 
honor back in 1994 for the mod-
ern-day classic “Pulp Fiction.” 
With his latest film, Tarantino em-
ploys the same interweaving story-
line technique that made his debut, 
and this one, so memorable. 
Supporting Actress: Mo’Nique in 
“Precious”
I’ve only seen one of her mov-
ies (“Beerfest”), but even then, I 
knew she was destined for great-
ness. 
Supporting Actor: Christopher 
Waltz in “Inglourious Basterds”
Not only can he pull off a 
charming (but no less menacing) 
Col. Hans Landa so well that it 
makes the Nazis in Indiana Jones 
seem like the Osmonds, he does 
so  while speaking four different 
languages.
Lead Actress: Sandra Bullock in 
“The Blind Side”
Personally, I thought she 
should’ve been nominated for 
“Crash” in 2005, but I would re-
ally like to see her win because 
she’s also up for Worst Actress at 
this year’s Razzie Awards for her 
role in “All About Steve.” No ac-
tress has ever won both awards, so 
I’m hoping for history.
Lead Actor: Jeremy Renner in 
“The Hurt Locker”
After getting snubbed at the 
Golden Globes, Renner deserves 
recognition for his gripping por-
trayal of Sgt. William James, 
a cocky, yet courageous, bomb 
squad technician embedded in 
Iraq.
Director: Kathryn Bigelow for 
“The Hurt Locker”
Never before has the Iraq War 
been captured with this level of 
realism. Bigelow, who’s also “Ava-
tar” director James Cameron’s ex-
wife, is bold and unapologetic in 
her direction of “The Hurt Lock-
er,” giving the film gritty realism, 
palpable suspense and an undeni-
able human touch.
Best Picture: “District 9”
This year, with the expansion 
of the Best Picture category from 
five to 10 nominees, there’s little 
room to complain about snubs 
and wrongful overlooks, except 
for the inclusion of Sandra Bull-
ock’s “The Blind Side” over more 
worthy films like “Star Trek” and 
“The Road.” It’s shameful, but at 
least the Academy included “Dis-
trict 9,” my favorite flick of 2009. 
Though its chances of winning 
may be slim, or even non-existent, 
“District 9” is so good, it’s trau-
matic. It’s a perfect combination 
of social commentary and brutal 
action, and stays with the viewer 
long after they exit the theater. 
Its effect is so potent, people find 
themselves driving down North 
Reserve in a stupor, not realizing 
where they are until they pass Ap-
plebee’s. Or maybe that was just 
me.
steven.miller@umontana.edu
Miller Time
By Steve Miller
Picking the real 
Oscar winners
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Lukas Nelson is on one long 
tour.
“It’s going to go for the rest of 
my life,” Nelson said.
Nelson has already been on the 
road for six months with his new 
band, Lukas Nelson and Promise 
of the Real, and will play to the 
Top Hat in downtown Missoula on 
Friday, March 12.
While the band is new, 21-year-
old Nelson isn’t new to music; he 
is the son of iconic country singer 
Willie Nelson, who, at 76 years 
old, continues to tour and record.
“I grew up in a musical family,” 
Nelson said. “But I got my interest 
when I heard Jimi Hendrix for the 
first time. He inspired me to play.” 
But he doesn’t take all the cred-
it. 
“Musically, I’ve had a lot of 
help of people on the road of life,” 
he said.
Still, Nelson was terrified of 
singing in front of a crowd, even 
though he often saw his father do 
it. His fear didn’t subside until he 
was 10 years old and had a dream 
he was on stage before a crowd 
of millions; suddenly, his fear of 
performing before a crowd disap-
peared.
“Ever since that dream, I’ve 
never been afraid to be on stage,” 
he said.
His band, which was formed a 
year ago, has toured extensively, 
and has gigged at more than just 
bars and lounges, he said. Over the 
last year, they’ve opened for Dave 
Matthews Band, B.B. King and, of 
course, his dad’s group.
“It’s unheard of for a new band 
to grow up like this,” he said, add-
ing that he doesn’t see it stopping 
any time soon.
“I see us going really fast and 
I want to work to see us go far,” 
he said.
But it may not have happened 
this way if Nelson hadn’t left 
Loyola Marymount University in 
southern California, where he was 
studying music just two years ago.
“I just wasn’t feeling it any-
more,” he said. “I just stopped 
going to class. For me personally, 
what I have learned on the road is 
10, 20, 30, maybe 100 times more 
important. I needed to get out of 
there.”
And it turned out to be a good 
decision, as he soon joined up with 
the musicians that would form 
Promise of the Real, including 
Anthony LoGerfo on drums, Tato 
Melgar with percussion and J.P. 
Maramba on bass.
This combination, Nelson said, 
has lead to great success on tour 
and he feels that the road is a place 
they will be for years to come.
“We try and rock the house 
everywhere we’re at,” he said.
Becca Seliskar, director of UM 
Productions, which is putting on 
the show, hopes for the same re-
sponse from the crowd.
“I think Missoulians are going 
to love him,” she said. “He is new 
to our scene, but his sound is very 
much something Missoula can ap-
preciate.” 
And it’s not just because of his 
pedigree.
“Although Lukas is Willie’s 
son, his music appeals to a broad 
audience,” she said. “He has a 
sound that folks who love jam 
bands, rock, blues and yes, Willie, 
will enjoy.” 
Nelson agreed and said while 
he doesn’t try to copy what his fa-
ther did, the influence is there, es-
pecially in the vocals, which many 
believe sound similar to the elder 
Nelson. 
But he is quick to add that what 
inspires him most about his father 
isn’t the music.
“He’s inspired me, he’s a good, 
humble man,” he said. “He’s hum-
ble, peaceful and relaxed — he’s 
been able to stay who he is.”
Lukas Nelson and Promise of 
the Real will play at the Top Hat 
on Friday, March 12. Doors open 
at 7 p.m. and the 21-plus show 
starts at 9 p.m. Tickets are $7 at 
the door.
justin.franz@umontana.edu
Son of country legend to play at Top Hat next week
Justin Franz
Montana Kaimin
school, describing himself as a 
“gigging musician.”
“I played weddings, dances, 
boat shows and jazz clubs to make 
money,” Boyd said.
It is no wonder that Boyd’s 
love of jazz followed him to UM, 
or that he subsequently began the 
jazz band and the Buddy DeFranco 
Jazz Festival. The festival is usual-
ly in April and includes two nights 
of jazz concerts with big-name 
artists and university students 
melding their talents to put on a 
one-of-a-kind show. 
However, the jazz festival goes 
beyond staging concerts and in-
vites high school jazz bands to 
campus for two days of adjudica-
tion, where bands are judged by 
professional musicians and uni-
versity professors. The UM jazz 
program will also hold workshops. 
Boyd said that other than one 
benefit concert in 2007, this is 
the only concert the band has per-
formed to raise money.  He said 
many organizations throughout 
the community and the University 
are cinching their belts as budgets 
keep getting smaller and smaller.
“Funds are drying up and many 
of us are facing huge cutbacks,” 
Boyd said.
The money raised from the 
concert will go to transportation, 
lodging, artist fees and the usual 
expenses incurred when putting 
on an event like the festival, Boyd 
said.  He hopes to have a crowd of 
800 to 1,000 people.
“Anywhere around there would 
be a great turnout,” he said.
The concert will begin at 7:30 
p.m. in the University Theater 
next to the School of Music on 
campus. Ticket prices are $20 for 
general admission and $15 for stu-
dents and seniors.
Boyd said the crowd will be 
pleased and even hinted at some 
unexpected twists.
“There are surprises we have to 
keep under the lid until then,” he 
said.
jessica.stugelmayer@umontana.edu
CONCERT
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K A I M I N  C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their 
best judgement and investigate fully any 
offers of employment, investment or re-
lated topics before paying out any money.
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day
R A T E S
Lost and found ads may be placed in 
the Kiosk free of charge. They can 
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepay-
ment is required. Ads may be placed at 
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email: 
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
                  LOST AND FOUND  
Japanese workbook/textbook lost in 
LA 243. If found please call 406-320-
2881 
Found sunglasses on campus. Call 243-
5379
                      BAHA’I FAITH 
O Ye Rich Ones on Earth!  The poor in 
your midst are My trust; guard thee My 
trust, and be not intent on your own ease. 
- Baha’u’llah. For local information call 
829-9538.Or on the web:  bahai.org or 
bahai.us
                         FOR RENT 
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula. 
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins. 251-
6611. 
Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage. Griz 
Discount: Half month free with 3 months 
up front. Student discount for truck rental. 
406-721-7277
                     HELP WANTED 
Computer Wizard Part Time - assist our 
hotel with web site, on-line marketing, 
face book, twitter, upgrades, trouble shoot-
ing……Mountain Valley Inn - Roseann or 
Jack. Call 728-4500 or info@mvimis-
soula.com 
Seeking website manager. Missoula based 
manufacturer, we have the ecommerce 
site & the products - need self motivated 
person with experience in marketing and 
website management to promote and 
market site worldwide, manage orders and 
affiliate programs. Work from home what-
ever hours you like, this position is a profit 
sharing opportunity with unlimited upside 
potential. If you know how to use CMS, 
understand html and php, have a clue 
what SEO stands for and are ready to take 
control of your income, email your profes-
sional resume outlining such experience to 
kurtr@insightwholesale.com  
Great summer job opportunity on Flathead 
Lake, resort/restaurant hiring cooks, dish-
washer, housekeeping, and servers. Call 
270-5422 
Create a positive change on campus VOL-
UNTEER for SARC Applications due 
March 17th. Call 243-5244 with questions. 
                       PERSONALS 
Counseling and Psychological Services. 
Personal counseling appointments avail-
able. Please call 243-4711 
Stuttering Support Group for Adults.  UM 
Speech Language and Hearing Clinic. 
March 10th at 5:15pm (Curry Health 
Center-Lower Level)  Contact: Chris Mer-
riman, Christine.merriman@umontana.
edu., or 243-2377.
                         SERVICES 
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student dis-
count! Computer Central 136 E. Broadway 
542-6540 
Basic Wildfire Training, April 10-11 and 
April 17-18; for info call 543-0013
                  MISCELLANEOUS 
Summer furnished housing with reason-
able rent wanted by responsible, retired 
couple plus two small dogs, thrilled to be 
near Missoula grandkids. Will respect your 
home as if it were our own. Call Anne 
Marie @ 303-710-0207 
Help pay for your college education 
from your dorm room. Own an Internet 
Store for as little as $10 per month, www.
cashflowdiva.fsc2.com   Free training. Call 
406.961.4176
nose and he’s breathing through his mouth.
Tim gets out from under Boyle. For an in-
stant you can see the mathematician look on 
his face before he picks up Boyle and slams 
him down hard enough to shake the ring.
The first round ends with the two fighters 
scrambling for position. 
Boyle shoots a single-leg takedown to start the second round. 
Tim works to get on Boyle’s back and 
sink a rear-naked choke. Boyle’s face is 
flush when the ref stands the fighters up, 
claiming that Tim isn’t making sufficient 
progress.  
Tim’s eyes are wide open, his forehead is 
slack, his feet are flat. He doesn’t look like 
himself anymore. The round ends, and so 
has the fight but no one knows it yet. 
Tim comes out in the third the same way he ended the second. He is 
standing opposite Boyle in the center of the 
ring. His nose is painted the deep red of 
canned cherries. Boyle throws a head kick 
and Tim’s knees hit the canvass long enough 
for the ref to step in and stop the fight.
Realizing the loss, Tim goes to his corner and buries his face in Bugsy’s 
shoulder with the ropes in between them. He 
turns around to congratulate Boyle before 
he walks back to the dressing rooms. 
After he gets the tape cut off his hands, 
he pulls a towel down tight over his head to 
hide his face before he stands up and walks 
barefoot and shirtless to the back of the ex-
hibition pavilion. He disappears through a 
doorway into a large, dark room filled with 
dirt and cattle chutes for indoor rodeos. 
Mike and Bugsy follow behind Tim at a 
distance but stop at the doorway. They stand 
there for a moment and look at each other 
like the other one may know what to do. 
Then Bugsy steps into the darkness with his 
son.
 
The next day, Mike and Tim get in the van for the trip home. Tim sits up 
front with Mike this time.
 A little ways out of Lethbridge, Tim asks 
Mike to put on some Michael Jackson. As 
the music starts, Tim closes his eyes and 
nods off. When “Man in the Mirror” comes 
on, Tim picks up his head and sits up straight 
in his seat. He lets out a ragged sigh through 
clinched teeth and shakes his head.
Mike is starting to lip sync and imitate 
as many of Jackson’s dance moves as he 
Sitting with teammates after practice, Tim Welch asks Jaris Bierer how his weight cut for an upcoming 
fight is going. Even though Tim is in the middle of a grueling 25-pound cut to make weight for his first 
pro fight he spends more time talking about his teammates’ fights and weights than his own.
MMA
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can while keeping one hand on the wheel. 
Tim looks out the passenger-side window 
through his own faint reflection — his eyes 
looking past the expanse of open grasslands 
passing by outside.
After Bugsy and Tim came back from 
the cattle-chute room last night, his dad told 
him, “I’ll be at your next fight — and your 
next fight — and your next fight.”
Tim’s next fight is in April. The one after that, he hopes, will be with 
Boyle in May. 
cody.bloomsburg@umontana.edu
Drew Vetere/Kaimin photo archive
First Friday
Downtown Dance Collective
121 W. Main St.
A photography exhibit featuring the work of a local group that recently went to the In-
donesia island Bali will be on display at the Downtown Dance Collective. Accompanying 
the images will be Gamelan music, which is a traditional instrument from Bali.
The show is open from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., with a musical performance at 7 p.m. Light 
refreshments will be served.
Bernice’s Bakery
190 S. 3rd Street W.
On the south side of the river near the Hip Strip, Bernice’s Bakery will be display-
ing the work of Danny Crump, presented as “Specific Gravity.” Crump is an artist-in-
residence at the Clay Studio and creates sculptures that have been made of clay and then 
wood fired for a very abstract feel.
Bernice’s Bakery will be open from 5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
The Catalyst
111 S. Higgins Ave.
The Catalyst will  be showcasing the recent artistic work of three local Missou-
lians: Adelaide Every, Gretel Stoudt and Linden How. Some of the pieces include art 
created from things people aren’t using anymore.
The Catalyst will be open from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. and refreshments will be served.
Dana Gallery
246 N. Higgins Ave.
The Dana Gallery is showing an exhibit called “Native Soul” by artist Briar Diggs. Made 
up of portraits from Cambodia, Ethiopia and Tanzania taken over the course of a year, 
Diggs’ series is a trip into the countries through the faces of its people and places. 
Music will be performed by Matthew Marsolek, whose drumming style is sure to 
complement Diggs’ display.
Diggs will be attending the event. All ages are welcome and refreshments will be 
served. 
Dark Room
135 N. Higgins Ave.
University of Montana Professor Garry Kerr will be featured at the Dark Room for 
First Friday. The exhibit is a collection of photographs taken by him and his students, 
mostly of animals such as zebras and wildebeests, from his most recent trip to Africa, 
where he goes regularly. The exhibit will also have items he brought back from Africa, 
such as spears. The Dark Room will be open from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. and there will be beer.
Monte Dolack
139 W. Front St.
This Friday, the Monte Dolack gallery will be featuring an exhibit by Dolack called 
“French Suite.” The prints are reproductions of paintings from an earlier collection of 
French scenes, including two of the countryside, one of a vibrant café and one of the 
famous lion sculpture on the bridge at Arles. The exhibition will be from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
and there will be refreshments.
Missoula Art Museum
335 N. Pattee St.
Marilyn Lysohir will be the featured artist at the Missoula Art Museum this Friday. 
Her exhibition, called “Good Girls 1968,” is a collection of more than 150 three-dimen-
sional, half-life-size ceramic portraits of women from her 1968 high school graduating 
class. The exhibit will be from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. and Lysohir will be giving a gallery talk 
at 7 p.m. There will be beer, wine and non-alcoholic beverages.
